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6Abstract This chapter presents a system to model social interactions between

7producers and consumers in the post-design phase. Producers form their expecta-

8tions about consumer behavior during the pre-design and design phases. Con-

9sumers’ behaviors are a result of their interactions with designs based on their

10experiences that form their value systems as well as their social interactions with

11other consumers. Because the post-design phase includes consumer behavior, pro-

12ducers reevaluate their plans and strategies for future designs. A subset of the

13system is implemented to model social interactions where the producers and

14consumers are modeled as computational agents. The agents’ values that are used

15to guide their decision-making are modified through the agents’ interactions with

16products and other agents. One of the goals of this work is to demonstrate the

17viability of agent-based modeling to study innovation ecosystems and their social

18aspects. Through computational experiments, we are able to test hypotheses regard-

19ing the mutual influence of producer and consumer values on the trajectory of

20design improvements. Exemplary results are presented.
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23 11.1 Introduction

24 In the eyes of a producer or designer, consumers often react to a new product

25 introduction in surprising and unexpected ways. These unexpected reactions in the

26 post-design phase are both a source of risk—products may fail in the marketplace—

27 and a source of innovation as new uses or new utility are discovered, which in turn

28 create opportunities for new directions in product design. Both producers and

29 consumers form their expectations during the pre-design and design phases, includ-

30 ing their experience with previous designs. But their behaviors and interactions in

31 the post-design phase are not simply a matter of having those expectations met or

32 not. In other words, design does not sit only between product requirements and

33 product generation in the pre-design and design phases. Design also spans the post-

34 design phase where there is often a complex interplay between cognition, value
35 systems, and social interactions that reshape the design landscape and, cause pro-

36 ducers to reevaluate their plans and strategies for future designs. This can be

37 illustrated as follows.

38 Over the course of several product design generations, a producer will probably

39 develop design competency in some areas (e.g. high volume production, narrow

40 tolerances, ergonomic design) and not in others (e.g. reliability in extreme envi-

41 ronments, high performance, small runs of custom configurations). Reinforced by

42 success in the market, this producer will tend to value future designs that utilize the

43 producer’s competencies and exclude the design characteristics where the producer

44 has little or no competency. Essentially, these design preferences are the producer’s

45 value system, which is also reflected in the producer’s preferred stream of new

46 product designs. We can view a stream of new product designs as a trajectory

47 within the space of possible designs or within the space of possible performance/

48 cost ratios. From their viewpoint, the Producer prefers new product designs that are

49 similar to those where the Producer has the most experience and expertise, where it

50 has relatively good profitability, and also where the Producer expects Consumer

51 demand to be high or at least adequate. If consumers behave as the producer expects

52 based on pre-design and design work, then the producer’s strategic choice becomes

53 one of choosing the optimal design trajectory and then executing it effectively.

54 But if consumers do not always react as expected or if they engage creatively

55 with new and existing products in the post-design phase, then producers must

56 reevaluate their strategic choices. This might mean abandoning existing competen-

57 cies and preferred design strategies in favor of new and untried paths. (This is a

58 form of Schumpeter’s “creative destruction” Schumpeter 1942.) It might also mean

59 that the producer might benefit from serendipitous events—e.g. product character-

60 istics that were previously not valued by consumers suddenly come into favor,

61 allowing a marginal producer to rise to market leadership. Producers that success-

62 fully observe and learn from consumers in the post-design phase can then adapt

63 their strategies and plans in the subsequent pre-design and design phases, including

64 the possibility of making fundamental changes in strategy or architecture.
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65Therefore the behavioral focus of our research is on how producers choose from

66alternative new product designs where the alternatives might differ in performance

67along dimensions related to consumer utility. We are especially interested in

68settings where the performance dimensions emerge endogenously rather than

69being fixed or introduced exogenously. For example, this would arise when new

70uses are found for a product, a use case is dramatically altered, or when new classes

71of users enter the market place.

72To study this class of behavior and phenomena, it is necessary to observe the

73value systems and behaviors of both producers and consumers during the post-

74design phase, and preferably over several generations of product design to record

75changes in design trajectories. It is also useful to explore various experimental

76treatments to understand how alternative conditions of cognition, value systems,

77and social interactions affect outcomes. The phenomena of interest arise through

78the dynamic social interactions between agents, and between agents and artifacts,

79far from equilibrium. Therefore, it is important that the research method allows for

80the study of the endogenous processes for learning (direct and indirect), social

81interactions and network formation, and be capable of rich emergent phenomena.

82For these reasons, we have chosen to build a computational laboratory with

83multiple agent types, artifacts that agents produce and consume, and social inter-

84actions between agents. One of the main benefits of this research method is that

85many different experimental treatments can be explored and the detailed internal

86state of all agents is fully available for examination.

87There is also a broader spectrum of interactions and forces at work in the post-

88design phase, including influences of government policies (e.g. intellectual property

89institutions), social interactions between producers (e.g. communities of practice),

90the value-shaping influence of third-part agents such as market analysts and ‘gate-

91keepers’, and the upstream influence of funding organizations and research

92institutions. Though these are beyond the scope of our current research, the

93architecture of our computational laboratory is extensible to include these other

94types of agents, artifacts, and interaction types.

95One of the goals of this paper is to demonstrate the viability of Agent-based

96Modeling (ABM) to study innovation ecosystems and their social aspects. We have

97implemented a multi-agent system (Ferber 1999; Weiss 2000; Wooldridge 2008).

98It is designed to be a computational laboratory (Casti 1999) to support a wide

99variety of experimental settings and tests. Using multi-agent systems to simulate

100social systems is part of an emerging interdisciplinary field called Computational

101Social Science (Epstein 2012; Epstein and Axtell 1996; Gilbert and Conte 1995;

102Miller and Page 2009). Briefly, agents and their micro-level behaviors are formal-

103ized using relatively simple rules and limited/plausible capabilities for reasoning

104and behavior. An open environment is provided for agent interaction, often in the

105form of a grid or network. Through interaction with other agents and the environ-

106ment, each agent alters its internal state, learns and adapts. The general research

107strategy is to study emergent phenomena that are not simple aggregations of the

108micro-behaviors (Gilbert 2002; Goldstein 1999; Holland 2000).
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109 11.2 Theoretical Context

110 11.2.1 Co-evolution of Technologies and Consumer
111 Preferences

112 Dosi (1982) introduced the idea of viewing technology evolution as trajectories

113 through the space of possible designs, and movement along a trajectory as the result

114 of “normal problem-solving” and “progressive refinement” by producers as they

115 find ways to improve trade-offs in design variables. Saviotti (1996) presents a more

116 formal model of technological evolution through design space, where the space is

117 defined by dimensions for each technical and service characteristic associated with

118 a particular technology. ‘Characteristics’ are formalized as a vector of variables that

119 specify both a product’s internal structure (‘technical characteristics’) or services

120 performed for its users (‘service characteristics’) (Saviotti and Metcalfe 1984).

121 This “twin characteristics framework” is important for understanding both the

122 producer’s values, which center on technical characteristics and associated learn-

123 ing, and the consumer’s values, which center on the service characteristics. We

124 apply this method for modeling the space of possible designs and to specify the

125 position of particular product designs within that space. Gero (1990) is a further

126 elaboration of these ideas in the field of design science, specifically via Gero’s

127 Function-Behavior-Structure (FBS) ontology for designs. ‘Structure’ in FBS cor-

128 responds to Saviotti’s ‘technical characteristics’, while ‘Function’ corresponds to

129 Saviotti’s ‘service characteristics’. ‘Behavior’ provides the ontological linkage

130 between Structure and Function, and thus are often the focus of attention of product

131 designers in pre-design and design phases. Because our simulation does not include

132 agents actually performing design acts or making explicit design decision, we do

133 not explicitly include Behavior in our model of product designs.

134 Saviotti (1996) also proposes methods of analyzing population-level dynamics

135 in design space such as movement along trajectories and changes to the ‘techno-

136 logical frontier’. The latter is related to the ‘adjacent possible’, a phrase coined by

137 Kauffman (1996) for the set of all the designs that are directly achievable from an

138 existing set of competences. Thus, the technological frontier is the limit of what is

139 producible with today’s costs and capabilities, while the designs in the set of the

140 ‘adjacent possible’ are decision alternatives for producers who choose to expand or

141 extend the frontier.

142 Dosi and Nelson (2010) provide a recent survey of the state of research on

143 technology trajectories and evolutionary processes that give rise to them. They

144 describe the supporting evidence as “ubiquitous”, adding that “trajectory-like pat-

145 terns of technological advance have been generally found so far whenever the

146 analyst bothered to plot over time the fundamental techno-economic features of

147 discrete artifacts or processes.” (p. 16) Technology trajectories are an example of

148 emergent phenomena (Gilbert 2002; Goldstein 1999; Holland 2000) in that they

149 arise from the collective action of individual agents but are not simple aggregations

150 of agent behaviors. As Dosi and Nelson (2010) describe, technology trajectories
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151have a downward causal influence on agents, effectively circumscribing

152technological advances “within a quite limited subset of the techno-economic

153characteristics space. We could say that the paradigmatic, cumulative nature of

154technological knowledge provides innovation avenues (Sahal 1985) which channel

155technological evolution, while major discontinuities tend to be associated with

156changes in paradigms.”

157Compared to the large literature on technological evolution and trajectories, there

158has been much less research on the co-evolution of technologies and consumer

159preferences/values. Evidence of this is given the survey of the state-of-the-art in

160Dosi and Nelson (2010). They discuss research on how demand and other socio-

161economic factors shape the direction of technological advance, but they do not cite

162any research that specifically focuses on endogenous co-evolution of technology and

163consumer preferences. However, there has been research on specific topics related to

164co-evolution of technology and consumer preferences/values, for example: the role

165of experimental users and diverse consume preferences (Malerba et al. 2007),

166consumer resistance to innovations (Moldovan and Goldenberg 2004), compatibil-

167ity and innovation (Sosa andGero 2007), and innovation as changes in value systems

168(Gero and Kannengiesser 2009).

169Separate from technological evolution, there is an extensive literature on con-

170sumer preferences, opinions, and consumer behavior. Liggett (2010) evaluates

171alternative methods for mapping consumer preferences as a population using

172perceived product characteristics and their ‘ideal product’ which can be formalized

173as a vector of values for each service characteristic of the product. Liggatt also uses

174Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) to create a 2D map of a population of con-

175sumers’ ideal vectors relative to the available products. There is also extensive

176research on how consumers influence each other’s values and opinions through

177social interactions, e.g. Friedkin and Johnsen (1999). This literature guided our

178design decisions for social influence mechanisms and patterns, including topology

179of consumer social networks, the behavior of opinion leadership, susceptibility to

180social influence, and homophily as a primary factor in the determining strength of

181social ties and thus the degree of influence between any two consumers.

18211.2.2 Situated Cognition and Innovation

183Situated cognition (Clancey 1997) provides the theoretical basis for our design of

184agent cognition. Any cognitive system operates within its own worldview and that

185worldview affects its understanding of its interactions with its environment

186(Clancey 1997; Gero 2008). In essence, what you think the world is about affects

187what it is about for you.

188A person or group of people is ‘situated’ because they have a worldview that is

189based on their experience (Smith and Gero 2001). Situated cognition involves three

190ideas: situations, constructive memory and interaction. Situations are mental con-

191structs that structure and hence give meaning to what is observed and perceived
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192 based on a worldview. Constructive memory makes memory a function of the

193 situation and the past. Memory is not laid down and fixed at the time of the original

194 sensate experience.What is remembered is constantly being recreated and reframed.

195 Interactions between agents trigger changes in situations and memories.

196 Through the lens of situated cognition, innovation in a social ecosystem is an

197 emergent phenomenon that arises from the interplay of situations, constructive

198 memory, and social interactions at the level of agents and networks of agents.

199 Moreover, we believe that situated cognition is at the heart of social processes of

200 creativity and inventiveness (Gero 1996; Sawyer and Sawyer 2012). This is espe-

201 cially relevant to emergent aspects of innovation (Finke 1996; Gero and Damski

202 1997; Gero 1996; Gero and Kannengiesser 2004; Sawyer and Sawyer 2012).

203 For these reasons, situated cognition is foundational for any study of innovation

204 in social ecosystems (Edquist 2005; Llerena 2006).

205 In the current implementation of our simulation, only Consumers are designed

206 with features to support situated cognition. In future work, we expect to add situated

207 cognition capabilities to Producers and other agent types.

208 11.3 Architecture of the Simulation System

209 There are two types of agents in the current implementation—‘Consumers’ and

210 ‘Producers’—and one type of artifact—‘Products’. Throughout each simulation run

211 the population size is fixed for Consumers, Producers, and Products. The population

212 size is under experimental control and can range from ten to hundreds or thousands,

213 limited only by computer capacity and processing speed. To date, our experiments

214 have been run on a MacBook Pro laptop with 2.53GHz dual core processor and

215 4GBmain memory, with a population of 100–200 Consumers and a similar number

216 of Products.

217 Consumers seek to consume Products by moving around a geographic

218 Consumption Space with micro-behavior similar to foraging, but with social inter-

219 actions. Consumers are not endowed with any knowledge or map of the Consump-

220 tion Space, nor do they have any memory of where they have been. The

221 Consumption Space is a bounded rectangular grid with von Neumann neighbor-

222 hoods, and the size of the Consumption Space is proportional to the population

223 size of Products and Consumers so that the spatial density remains constant.

224 This facilitates foraging micro-behaviors and minimizes behavioral artifacts that

225 might result from a physical landscape that was either too dense or too sparse.

226 In each clock cycle consumers can move to any neighboring point on the grid within

227 the boundaries. At each time step Consumers move around the landscape looking

228 for attractive Products to consume, or to maneuver out of crowded areas. Only one

229 Consumer can occupy a given grid location at a given time.

230 Consumers are social, while Producers are not. The social network among

231 Consumers is initialized as a ‘small world’ network with random assignments.
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232Once the simulation starts, Consumers form new social relations when they meet

233each other or by referral through their existing social network. The initial strength

234of a social tie is proportional to the similarity between the two Consumers.

235Strengths of social ties decay with time unless they are recharged by exchanges

236of information. While the structure of the social network evolves endogenously,

237when ever a Consumer has no social ties the simulation system intervenes and

238creates several new social ties.

239Products are initially distributed randomly in the Consumption Space, where

240they remain until they are consumed or they expire. If they are consumed or expire,

241they are replaced by the Producer(s) but not necessarily with a Product of the same

242type. During simulation initialization, a relatively large number Product types are

243generated by the system and these comprise the ‘Product Design Set’, i.e. the set of

244possible new Products that may be introduced during the course of a simulation run.

245A small subset of these possible Products are selected as the initial set of ‘active’

246Products. Each new Product type is selected from the ‘adjacent possible’ relative

247to the currently ‘active’ Product set. Each new product introduced expands the

248‘adjacent possible’ to include Products that were previously not feasible for

249Producers. If the Product Design Set is large relative to the length of a simulation

250run and the rate of new Product introductions, then we are able to simulate a

251continuous stream of innovations.

252Though Producers have several cost measures associated with each type of

253Product, there is no price to Consumers and thus no financial transaction between

254Consumers and Producers. This is because our research focus is on the interaction

255of Consumer and Producer value systems and not on profit-maximizing decisions

256given limited resources.

257Producers only take action when a Product is consumed or expires. When that

258happens they make a decision to either replace it with an identical Product type, a

259different Product type in the portfolio of available types, or to introduce a new

260Product type that had previously not been available. Producers have no direct

261interaction with or knowledge of individual Consumers, therefore they make

262their decisions based on historical data regarding the consumption and expiration

263Products of various types. Also, in the current implementation, Producers have

264no social interactions with each other, nor any knowledge that there are other

265Producers. In the results presented in this paper, the simulation was configured to

266have a single Producer.

267The population of Consumers initially have identical values and other initial

268conditions, and are spaced randomly with uniform distribution on the Consumption

269Space. The adaptive elements in their cognitive architecture are primed in two

270ways. During initialization Consumers repeatedly sense, perceive, and evaluate all

271of the products in the initial ‘active’ set. Then the simulation is started in a ‘priming

272mode’, which is fully functional except that experimental data is not collected.

273Priming is complete when all or nearly all Consumers are sufficiently adapted

274to make consistent valuation and consumption decisions. After priming is complete,

275the Consumption Space is reset to it’s initial conditions for Products and Con-

276sumers, including the social network.
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277 11.4 Computational Modeling of Agents and Artifacts

278 11.4.1 Products

279 Products are constructed as a graph structure with six nodes. During the construction

280 process, edges between the nodes are formed at random, creating a single connected

281 graphwith between 5 and 14 edges. There are 112 unique six node connected graphs,

282 yielding a design space for agent exploration that is small enough to be tractable for

283 enumeration and complete analysis.

284 Products have both surface characteristics and functional characteristics. During

285 their search and evaluation process, Consumers can only sense and perceive a

286 Product’s surface characteristics (its ‘signature’). The functional characteristics are

287 only experienced through the process of consumption. During consumption, Con-

288 sumers gain utility based on the functional characteristics, relative to expectations.

289 Higher than expected evaluations of functional characteristics yield positive utility,

290 while lower than expected evaluations of functional characteristics yield negative

291 utility. The surface characteristics of Products are related to their functional charac-

292 teristics, but not identical. Consumers cannot directly perceive the utility of Products.

293 The Product’s utility is a function of its topology, while its external appearance

294 is a function of its physical layout. Physical layout (Fig. 11.1) is constructed on a

295 circle with a relaxation method to equalize the length of edges. Distance from the

296 centroid of this layout produces a signature in the form of a six-element vector. Four

297 more elements are added based on other surface characteristics of the graph, for a

298 total of ten elements in a signature vector.

299 Three dimensions of Consumer utility have been defined (Fig. 11.2) in a way that

300 might be analogous to performance dimensions in a manufactured component. The

301 first is the number of edges, which ranges between 5 and 15, and might be

302 analogous to a property like weight or density. The second is mean clustering

303 coefficient, which might be analogous to a property like stiffness/flexibility. The

304 third dimension is the maximum distance between nodes in a spring-electrical

305 embedding. This might be analogous to maximum span distance.

306 The construction process for Products yields a non-obvious relationship between

307 the surface characteristics and the functional characteristics of Products. Products

308 that are close in surface characteristics (i.e. close in Value Space) might have

309 different utilities. This allows for a somewhat rugged landscapes.

signature:
a b c d e

distances from centroid =
{s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6}

other characteristics:
s7 = max degrees
s8 = variance in degrees
s9 = # cycles
s10 = graph diameter

Fig. 11.1 Generation of surface characteristics for Products. (a) random placement of nodes on a

unit circle and random generation of edges; (b) identification of a centroid; (c) and (d) distances of

nodes from centroid determines the signature; (e) other physical characteristics available to

Consumers through sensation and perception
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310In addition to these two views that are relevant to Consumers, we also characterize

311Products in ways that are particularly relevant to Producers. This is an important

312feature to our design because of the need to model plural interests, perceptions,

313and value systems between Producers and Consumers. We have adapted the idea of

314‘production recipe’ from (Auerswald et al. 2000), where it was used in an agent-based

315model of learning-by-doing on the shop floor. A production recipe is a vector of

316characteristics that related to the production or assembly process, and therefore to the

317costs and complexity of manufacturing and the challenges of learning through expe-

318rience. We have defined the following eight-element vector for specifying recipes:

319r1¼Number of degree-1 nodes

320r2¼Number of degree-2 nodes

321r3¼Number of degree-3 nodes

322r4¼Number of degree-4 nodes

323r5¼Number of degree-5 nodes

324r6¼Log of number of cycles ¼ ln(c), rounded to nearest 0.5

325r7¼Length of longest chain

326r8¼Number of chains of degree-1 or degree-2 nodes

327These are each normalized to a range of values between 0 and 6. There are

32891 unique recipes for the 112 unique Products. The Hamming distance between any

329two recipes is a measure of accessibility from one to the other through learning-by-

330doing and also explicit design explorations.

331The cost to manufacture a given design has two components. The first is material,

332which is a simple function of the number of edges. The second is assembly cost, which

333is a function of the recipe and the Producer’s cumulative experience in each of the

334dimensions of the recipe.With zero experience, the cost function rises as the square of

335each recipe element value, summed across the recipe. Thus, initially most of the

336designs are too expensive tomanufacture, rendering them infeasible. With experience

337the exponent of the cost function is reduced until it plateaus to yield a linear function of

338each recipe element value.

u3

u1 = # edges

u2 = Mean clustering coefficient
u3 = max distance
       in spring-electrical embedding

Fig. 11.2 Maximum spanning distance is the third of the three dimensions of utility, measured

on the same Product as shown in Fig. 11.1. The normalized utility vector of this product is

(0.1, 0.39, 0.46)
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339 An important feature of the production recipe approach is that Producers can

340 gain experience in one set of Products that lowers its costs for other Products in the

341 ‘adjacent possible’ region of design space. However, because the Producer does not

342 have full knowledge of the design space, the trajectory of design choices emerges

343 through a series of local/limited decisions, adaptations, and also constraints of

344 attention. It is not governed by foresight or planning.

345 11.4.2 Consumers

346 Consumers search the landscape for attractive Products to consume, and they form

347 social networks in the process. Consumers modify their values through direct

348 product interaction (evaluating and consuming Products) and through social inter-

349 actions. Consumption decisions and subsequent learning are mediated by two

350 independent variables—‘value’ and ‘utility’. ‘Value’ is the Consumer’s appraisal

351 of a Product based on its surface characteristics, relative to that Consumer’s ideal.

352 Thus, valuation is performed prior to any consumption decision. Consumers choose

353 to consume based on their perception of product signature, perception of proximity

354 to their ideal type, and a rough expectation of utility. Generally, Consumers choose

355 to consume when the Product they encounter is close to their ideal type. The space

356 of possible Product signatures is called the Value Space. The value system for each

357 Consumer centers on a single vector that represents the signature of its ideal product

358 type. Consumers learn and adapt by adjusting this vector through experience and

359 social interaction. Therefore, each Consumer’s value vector can be represented as a

360 point in Value Space, and their changing values as paths through Value Space.

361 In contrast, ‘utility’ is the benefit that the Consumer receives after consuming the

362 Product. It can only influence future consumption decisions through agent learning

363 and, indirectly, through social interactions. In the current implementation, there are

364 three possible utility functions (Fig. 11.2).

365 Figure 11.3 shows a simplified block diagram of the agent architecture. Com-

366 pared to other agents in the social network influence literature, these agents have a

367 rich architecture that includes both symbolic and sub-symbolic reasoning. This was

368 necessary to implement situated cognition, which was one the primary research

369 goals. Due to space limitations, we will only describe perception, conception,

370 situation, valuation, and social interaction functions.

371 Perception is the collection of functions that enable the agent to focus and

372 organize their sensations according to their current situation, their expectations,

373 and past experiences. Consumers perceive Product signatures using a Self-

374 organizing Map (SOM, also known as Kohonen Networks). SOMs are a type of

375 neural network that are trained via unsupervised learning. Essentially they perform

376 a mapping from the sensed Product Signature to a condensed 2D internal represen-

377 tation of the Products. This is functionally equivalent to conceptual spaces, as

378 described in Gärdenfors (2004). Perception is updated every step, but is only

379 processed when new sensations arrive.
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380Perception of other agents is performed through a categorization and comparison

381procedure, where agents with direct social connections are labeled ‘most similar’,

382‘most dissimilar’, ‘most admired’, ‘least admired’, etc.

383Conception is the highest level of reasoning, including both tacit and explicit

384capabilities. Tacit conceptual reasoning is focused on deciding whether a given

385product should be considered attractive or not. This is implemented using a SOM

386that essentially creates a one-dimensional map of products that it has experienced

387and the value and/or utility that is perceived or realized from those products.

388A threshold value is used to trigger a decision that the product being inspected

389is attractive. The threshold value is adapted through learning by experience.

390Conception also includes explicit reasoning about actions, social interactions and

391goals. These are implemented symbolically as ‘If-Then’ production rules.

392Situation has the function of cognitive orientation and focus. We implemented it

393using production rules that test for conditions that would change a Consumer’s

394situation, and then fire actions to change their concepts accordingly. Overlapping

395situations can be active at the same time. Situations act as conditions on other

396conception rules so that each conception rule fires only when one of its applicable

397situations is active. Situation also activates other reasoning functions, as appropriate.

398Social interactions are implemented using production rules. Generally, social

399interaction only occurs when the Consumer is both not in the act of consumption

400and is also frustrated by its consumption experiences. The exception to this occurs

401when a Consumer’s social ties have been reduced to two or fewer and their strength

402has fallen below a threshold value. Here, conception rules fire that cause the agent

403to create new social ties. This is necessary in order to sustain social networks and

Adaptive Sensation

Self-organized Perception

Conception
(Self-organized categorization)

Situation  (production rules that govern conception and action)

Conception
(production rules)

Action
(production rules)

Effection

Valuation

Affect

Social
Relations

Working
Memory

artifacts Other
Consumers

artifacts Other
Consumers

ex
pe

ct
at

io
ns

Fig. 11.3 Simplified agent architecture for Consumers
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404 avoid disconnections. This was essential to maintain the distinction between

405 ‘social’ and ‘non-social’ runs in paired experiments.

406 The targets of social actions and influences interactions are always defined by

407 the perceptual categories mentioned earlier. In these experiments, Consumers are

408 only influenced by a single neighbor at a time. They do not poll their local social

409 network or perform any reasoning based on the range of values of other agents.

410 The utility function is a weighted sum of the three dimensions described above.

411 However, the weights are adaptive and have a degree of random ‘jitter’ to simulate

412 trial-and-error exploration of alternative utility functions. As mentioned previously,

413 utility is only realized after a Product is consumed, but this result feeds back into

414 Sensation, Perception, and Valuation via expectations.

415 In contrast, the valuation function operates on perceptions relative to an ‘ideal

416 product’ vector. The closer the Product is to the consumers ideal the higher the

417 valuation. It is measured as Euclidean distance between the sensed product and the

418 ideal, both of which are filtered by Sensation. Also, there is an adaptive filter for

419 valuation to model agent focus and prioritization, and also generalization.

420 In summary, at the task level the Consumer’s problem is to find relatively more

421 desirable Products to consume by searching the Consumption Space and adjusting

422 their ideal product type. If they become dissatisfied during this process or if they are

423 not able to find products to consume, they interact socially to either modify their

424 value system or to move toward another agent in the Consumption Space.

425 At a social level, Consumers create and maintain social relationships through

426 physical contact in the Consumption Space. However, if a Consumer is close to

427 losing social connections, that Consumer interacts socially to build new connec-

428 tions through a referral process (‘friends of friends’). The focus of social interaction

429 is on soliciting or offering information about another Consumers’ ideal product. We

430 simulate the phenomena of opinion leadership and also susceptibility to influence

431 from others.

432 11.4.3 Producers

433 In the current implementation, Producer agents have a simple architecture focused

434 on two decision processes. They use simple decision rules based on local optimi-

435 zation and, unlike Consumers, do not have any other cognitive capabilities for

436 sensation, perception, conception, or affect. The only decisions they make are

437 (1) current production—choosing a replacement product from existing designs to

438 replenish inventory in response to Consumer acts of consumption, and (2) new

439 product introduction—choosing a new product designs to introduce from the

440 designs that are in the ‘adjacent possible’. To decide on current production, the

441 Producer uses consumption statistics by region, and then makes their choice from

442 existing designs based on weighted random choice. Weights are set to be propor-

443 tional to consumption history in that region. Also, a fixed weight is given to recently
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444introduced products to encourage their selection and production, even though

445they may not have much history of consumption in that region.

446New product designs are initially given a ranking according to their perfor-

447mance/cost ratio rank in three dimensions of performance. We assume that product

448designs are introduced in a sequence of improving performance/cost ratios, starting

449from the lowest and culminating in the highest, yielding a trajectory of product

450designs in the space of performance and cost. Since there are three performance

451dimensions, there are multiple possible trajectories for any given set of possible

452designs, and the trajectories may or may not be disjoint.

453Because of feasibility and cost constraints, Producers will initially produce the

454designs with lowest costs (both design and manufacturing) and therefore relatively

455low (unattractive) performance/cost ratios. Subsequent new product introduction

456choices are made from the designs that are next in sequence of performance/cost on

457any of the performance dimensions. This defines the ‘adjacent possible’ for

458the Producer. When more than one product design is in the ‘adjacent possible’,

459Producers face a strategic decision to either stay on their current design trajectory

460or to move on to a new trajectory. Where design trajectories diverge (‘branching

461points’), Producer choices for which new product to introduce determine which

462design trajectory is realized and which are not. This creates path dependence in

463Producer values and, indirectly, in Consumer values too.

46411.5 Method

46511.5.1 Experimental Design

466Our goal is to study how Producer’s choices from alternative designs are affected by

467evolving Consumer demand and preference (in the post-design phase) as revealed

468by their consumption behavior. Producer’s choices should reveal how their post-

469design learning influences their actions in succeeding pre-design phases.

470During the course of a run, Producers can only directly affect their costs by

471learning-through-experience. To increase product performance (i.e. to offer higher

472utility to Consumers) Producers must discover and offer new designs as they become

473feasible and cost-effective. On the other hand, Consumers can only influence their

474utility through consumption decisions, which may be satisfying or not, and by

475modifying their value systems so that the Products that are available are better

476appreciated (possibly).

477The phenomena of interest are design trajectories in the space of Product types,

478as measured by performance/cost ratios over time. Divergences between alternative

479design trajectories represent discontinuous change and (potentially) disruptive

480innovations. The simulation system has been designed to allow, from identical initial

481conditions, different design trajectories can be realized depending on the co-evolution

482of Producer and Consumer values.
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483 Therefore, our experimental approach involves comparing results across three

484 experimental settings with identical initial conditions for the Product Design Set:

485 1. A single Producer acting in isolation from Consumers, with a deterministic

486 consumption rule.

487 2. Consumers acting in isolation from Producers, with a deterministic Product

488 replacement rule.

489 3. A single Producer interacting with a population of Consumers, with endogenous

490 consumption and production/innovation processes.

491 The first setting allows us to measure the outcomes of Producer’s decision

492 process considering only the needs and values of the Producer. We expect to see

493 design trajectories that are chosen based on local optimization and accumulated

494 ‘learning by doing’, given the initial ‘active’ Product set and the topology of

495 the Product Design Set. We can consider these realized design trajectories to be

496 ‘preferred’ by Producers in the absence of other influences. Furthermore, we

497 measure the Producer’s value system by the weights they assign to the three

498 alternative utility measures.

499 The second setting allows us to measure the outcomes of Consumers’ decision

500 processes considering their needs and values alone. We expect to see Consumer

501 values—i.e. their ‘ideal product’ vector and their utility weights—adapt continu-

502 ously as new products are introduced. However, Consumer adaptation will stop

503 when they find Products that are repeatedly and sufficiently satisfying, and thus

504 ‘make up their mind’ by resisting any further changes to their values. This should

505 lead to two types of results. First, the population of Consumers will become

506 segmented as sub-groups form with similar values that are resistant to change.

507 This will be visible as clusters in Value Space and Utility Space. Second, there will

508 be considerable path dependence in trajectories in Value Space and Utility Space

509 depending on the initial ‘active’ Product set and also the sequence of product

510 introductions. This will mean that if Products are introduced in the ‘wrong’

511 sequence, Consumers may not find them attractive enough to consume, even though

512 they would do so in other, more favorable circumstances (Saunders and Gero 2004).

513 The third setting allows us to measure the value system changes that result from

514 the mutual influence of Consumers and Producers. If design trajectory outcomes in

515 this third setting resemble those of the first setting, then we can say that the

516 Producer’s values have not been significantly affected by the Consumer’s behaviors

517 and their changes in values. Likewise, if the trajectories and patterns of Consumer

518 values in Value Space and Utility Space resemble those from the second setting,

519 then we can say that Consumer values have not been significantly affected by

520 Producer decisions and changes in their values.

521 However, we expect to see significant differences in the third setting compared

522 to both the first and the second, which would provide evidence that both the

523 Producer’s and Consumers’ values have a strong mutual influence on each other

524 that is not predicted by their behavior in isolation. Furthermore, this sets the stage

525 for possible emergent phenomena and ‘collective intelligence’ that arise from this

526 mutual influence.
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52711.5.2 Treatments

528The primary experimental treatments are different rules for the initial set of

529Products available for consumption (the ‘active set’) and the agent’s rules for

530making changes. For the Producer, the key decision is when to introduce a new

531Product from the available alternatives. This depends on their value system—how

532much they value ‘profitability’ (i.e. high performance/cost ratio), how they weigh

533the three dimensions of Consumer utility based on consumption history, etc. For

534Consumers, the key rule is how quickly or easily they ‘make up their mind’ about

535what product characteristics and utility dimensions they prefer, and how open they

536are to change and influence after that. While we will initially experiment with a few

537alternatives, eventually we intend to run parameter sweeps across a range of

538Product Design Sets and agent value system rules.

539For each run of the experiment, we run each of the three experimental settings

540with the same initial conditions for the Product Design Set, which includes both an

541initial set of Products available for consumption (the ‘active set’) and the set of

542possible new Products covering improvements in performance/cost in one or more

543dimensions. Each treatment will be run repeatedly with other initial conditions

544randomized. The resulting design trajectories and value system trajectories are

545analyzed statistically to identify differences between the three settings.

54611.6 Results

547We are in the early stages of experimentation and therefore we present preliminary

548and illustrative results in this paper.

54911.6.1 Setting 1: Producer Acting in Isolation

550The following describes illustrative results in the first experimental setting—

551Producer acting alone.

552The initial ‘active set’ of products are those that have an initial manufacturing

553cost below a fixed threshold, chosen so that it would exclude all but a few products.

554Figure 11.4a is a histogram of initial manufacturing costs and Fig. 11.4b is a

555histogram from a single run after 3,000 steps. Costs are high initially because the

556Producer has no experience and thus faces a cost function that rises with the square

557of recipe element values.
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Fig. 11.4 Histogram of manufacturing costs for all possible designs with Producer using Rule 3—

“Maximize performance/cost ratio” (a) t¼ 0 (b) t¼ 3,000
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558In this setting, the Producer manufactures a fixed quantity of product each step in

559the simulation, but that quantity is weighted across the ‘active set’ according to the

560Producer’s value system. There are three weighting rules that we have explored:

5611. Minimize cost—essentially focused on exploiting the benefits of learning-by-

562doing.

5632. Maximize performance—a proxy for providing the most utility to Consumers

564without regard to cost as long as it is below the feasibility threshold.

5653. Maximize performance/cost ratio—a middle ground between (1) and (2). This

566corresponds to profit maximization in micro-economic models.

567The graphs in Fig. 11.5 show cumulative production by product design index for

568a single run for each of the three rules but with the same initial conditions. The

569stopping condition for each run was either 3,000 time steps or producing 500 units

570of the design with maximum utility under that rule. Thus the production quantities

571are different between runs because they reached the stopping condition at different

572times.

573The diagrams in Fig. 11.6 show how design trajectories differ under the three

574Producer rules. All 112 possible designs are shown in the space as a grey dot

575(potential), or other dot as described in Fig. 11.6. The layout of the space is

576suggestive of proximity between designs from the Producer’s point of view—i.e.

577proximity of production recipes. This layout was created using distance to

57812 nearest neighbors and a graph layout algorithm—spring-electrical embedding.

579Other methods were tried, including Multi-dimensional Scaling, but none produced

0
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a

Fig. 11.5 Results of three runs with different valuation rules for Producer acting alone (Setting 1)

(a) Rule 1 (b) Rule 2 (c) Rule 3
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580 results that were as good as this for visual clarity. The light blue lines and dots show

581 the relevant neighbor relations for the ‘active set’, i.e. the adjacent possible. Notice

582 that many of these lines span a long distance indicating that the true dimensionality

583 of the design space is high.
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Fig. 11.5 (continued)
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584These diagrams reveal three broad differences in trajectories. First, the speed of

585movement along the trajectory is very different. Rule 1 moves very quickly to a

586fixed point where it only produces Product #2. We suspect that this pattern will be

587repeated with many other initial conditions, though maybe not all. Rule 2 moves

588fairly quickly toward the region of design space that is populated by the most

589complex designs. But Rule 3 meanders and moves more slowly, even oscillating

590between brand new designs and revivals of previous designs.

591Second, the destination of the trajectories are clearly different. Rule 1 seems to

592gravitate toward simple designs, while Rule 2 does the opposite. As might be

(stop at t = 327)

(stop at t = 741)

a

b

Fig. 11.6 Design trajectory from a single run for three different Producer rules. Key: black dot ¼
active set; grey dot ¼ previously active but no longer produced; light blue dot ¼ ‘adjacent

possible’ designs; hollow grey dots ¼ all possible designs; red arrows: the main trajectory (a)

Rule 1. Inset: Product design #2 (b) Rule 2. Inset: Product design #108 (left) and #100 (right) (c)
Rule 3. Inset: Product design #105 (left) and #28 (right)
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593 expected, Rule 3 seems like a hybrid, with predominant preference toward the high

594 complexity region but also persistent preference for simpler designs.

595 Third, the number and diversity of product designs varies. Rule 3 is the most

596 diverse, and seems to have a strong inclination to diversify and try many designs

597 simultaneously, even previous designs. Rule 1 is the least diverse, and Rule 2 is in

598 between. In our future experiments we will be measuring these differences in

599 trajectories to test our hypotheses statistically.

600 11.6.2 Setting 2: Consumers Acting in Isolation

601 When testing Consumer behavior separate from Producer behavior and decision

602 rules, our goal is to present them with relatively simple patterns of change and look

603 for endogenous and emergent responses. Thus, we are presenting them with some-

604 what arbitrary design trajectories and we are looking for general patterns regarding

605 how they respond to or resist the changes.

606 To analyze Consumer behavior and changes in their value system, we use two

607 representations not present in the analysis of Producers. The first is ‘Value Space’—

608 a Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) map of Consumer ideal product vectors along

609 with the characteristics vector of each Product (both active and potential) (Liggett

610 2010). In the graphs shown below, these are unfiltered by Sensation. The second

611 representation is ‘Utility Space’—a simple three-dimensional map of each Con-

612 sumer’s utility weights in a triangular barycentric coordinate system.

613 One interesting general pattern is clustering of values and preferences. We

614 would be interested in knowing if clusters (a.k.a. ‘market niches’) form

(stop at t = 2991)
c

Fig. 11.6 (continued)
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615endogenously and are sustained. To test for clustering, we implemented three

616simple production rules (really, product replacement):

6171. Identical Replacement—the same Product replaces a Product that is consumed.

618Thus the mix of Products never changes.

6192. Weighted Random Replacement—replacement products are chosen by random

620draw with the probability being proportional to past consumption in that broad

621region.

6223. Most Popular—the replacement product is chosen to be what ever the most

623popular product (most consumed) in that region.

624The images in Fig. 11.7 show the results of these three alternative treatments for

625a given random realization, for Steps ¼ 6,000. The three treatments differ in how

626responsive the Producer is to Consumer demand patterns. ‘Most Popular’ is the

627most responsive policy, followed by ‘Weighted Random’, which is somewhat

628responsive, and followed by a non-responsive policy of ‘Identical Replacement’.

629The most significant result is the degree of clustering in Value Space (bottom row)

630for the responsive policies. These clusters persist over extended time periods (�100

Most Popular Weighted Random Identical Replacement

ut
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ei
gh

ts
id

ea
l p

ro
du

ct
Product Replacement Policy

significant
clustering

no
clustering

Fig. 11.7 Results from three runs with different treatments but otherwise identical initial condi-

tions. Clustering of Consumer values is only sustainable if Producers are responsive to their initial

preferences. Key: Blue Dots are individual consumer ideal vectors (bottom) or utility weights

(top). Red dots are Products in the active set
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631 steps) and establish themselves in niches in Value Space far from the centroid. In

632 contrast, the dispersion of ideal products in the ‘Identical Replacement’ treatment

633 appears to be ephemeral movement of individuals without persistent clustering. The

634 clustering behavior is not as visible or apparent in the space of Utility Weights (top

635 row), but other analysis or visualization methods might reveal some effects.

636 11.6.3 Setting 3: Producers and Consumers Interacting

637 Figures 11.8 and 11.9 show the mutual influence of Producers and Consumers. This

638 is the only one of the three rules that show significant mutual influence. For Rule

639 1—Minimize cost, adding Consumers interaction made no difference since it didn’t

640 alter the cost function. For Rule 2—Maximize performance, adding Consumer

641 interaction also had no influence because Consumer demand did not directly

642 influence the Producer’s performance metric.

643 The situation is different for Rule 3 because variations in Consumer demand can

644 change the performance/cost ratio as measured by Producers. Comparing Figs. 11.8

645 and 11.9, it can be seen that movement along the design trajectory is slower when

646 Consumer values are dynamic and situated (Fig. 11.9), compared to the setting

647 when there are no interactions with Consumers (Fig. 11.8). Importantly, for these

648 particular parameter settings for Producer and Consumer learning, the design

649 trajectory is not altered by Consumer interaction. However, that does not rule out

650 the possibility that there are parameters values that can result in a dramatic shift in

651 trajectories. Using full parameter sweeps, we will look for critical parameter values

652 in future research.

Step = 2335

Fig. 11.8 A snapshot for Setting 1—Producer only, showing the active set of designs (black dots)
using Rule 3—Maximize performance/cost ratio, recorded when the target metric reached 25
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65311.7 Discussion

654The results substantiate the argument that interactions between Consumers and

655Producers in the post-design phase are essential to the process of innovation.

656Producers need to combine several types of learning in order to shape the post-

657design outcomes and to feed into the pre-design and design activities to follow.

658First, they need to gain tacit knowledge to achieve improvements in performance/

659cost ratio. In a sense, the design phase only offers the promise and potential for a

660certain performance/cost goal to be achieved. Whether that promise and potential is

661realized depends on whether the Producer has sufficient persistence and follow-

662through to avoid excessive diversification, and also sufficient flexibility and open-

663ness not to get stuck in a narrow range if it precludes other, more promising paths.

664Second, the Producer must continually learn and adapt to what the marketplace

665defines as ‘value’. Certainly, market research and testing can help here, but this

666learning mostly happens through engagement with the market and Consumers

667through post-design activities of selling, servicing, and customizing.

668Consumers, too, engage in post-design ‘work’ of a sort. Through their shifting

669and emergent preferences and surprising discoveries of new functions and new

670significance, they reshape the value landscape both for Producers and also other

671Consumers. In future experiments, we expect to see patterns of reinforcing inter-

672actions between Producers and Consumers, but maybe also inhibiting interactions,

673too, maybe in surprising ways.

674While the results in this paper are illustrative and suggestive, we believe they

675begin to show value of Computational Social Science methods in studying

Step = 2230

Fig. 11.9 A snapshot for Setting 3—Producer–Consumer interaction, showing the active set of

designs (black dots) using Rule 3—Maximize performance/cost ratio, recorded when the target

metric reached 25. Compared to Fig. 11.8, the pace of movement along the design trajectory is

slower
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676 innovation processes that span social and technical domains and diverse social

677 groups. The architecture of the simulation system demonstrates that it is feasible to

678 build rich computational models to study the simultaneous influence of several

679 factors at once, and across different social levels. This is especially important when

680 we are studying how agents react to and even generate novelty. In particular, our

681 agent architecture for Consumers includes a comparatively rich set of capabilities to

682 model situated cognition, both with artifacts and also with other agents. Also, our

683 artifact architecture for Product demonstrates that it is possible to design an

684 environment that is rich in possibilities without requiring the designer to (neces-

685 sarily) plan or explicitly design all those possibilities ahead of time. For example,

686 we chose three utility dimensions for Products based on the characteristics of

687 graphs (i.e. degree count, clustering coefficient, and longest span in an embedding).

688 But the simulation system could be greatly enriched if the utility dimensions were

689 open-ended and endogenously created and diffused by agents. This is an example of

690 the benefits of the computational approach.

691 Another significant benefit of computational modeling is the ability to run both

692 exploratory and controlled experiments that have demonstrable relevance to real-

693 world settings. The results presented for Setting 1—Producer Acting in Isolation—

694 are still exploratory at this stage. However we were able to identify three qualitative

695 distinctions between design trajectories. In future work, we aim to quantify and

696 measure these distinctions so that we can do more rigorous experiments involving

697 design trajectories as dependent variables.

698 The results presented in Setting 2—Consumers Acting in Isolation—take us

699 closer to controlled experiments and statistical hypothesis testing. We were able to

700 identify conditions where our Consumers were and were not able to endogenously

701 form clusters of values. Clustering has a significant effect on the diffusion and

702 adoption of innovation, both in the form clusters of early adopters and also clusters

703 of resistance to change.

704 Another contribution of our research is demonstrating how to measure and

705 evaluate changes in value systems in the context of innovation, both at the level

706 of an individual, in a group, and in a population. In this paper we have presented and

707 discussed three different analysis and representation methods—(1) design trajecto-

708 ries in the space of possible designs, (2) Value Space for populations of Consumers

709 and their ideal product vectors; and (3) Utility Space for populations of Consumers

710 (and Producers) to monitor and measure how their utility function changes over

711 time. One of our most significant lessons from this research so far is the value of

712 multiple simultaneous measurements and representations, because value systems is

713 inherently multi-level, multi-dimensional, and even pluralistic, even within an

714 individual agent.

715 With further experiments and results, we expect that our experiments will reveal

716 emergent patterns of organization that shape the Producer’s design choices.

717 In particular, we believe that experiments will reveal self-reinforcing processes

718 (both direct and indirect) where early Consumer learning and preference formation

719 influences Consumer receptivity to new Products that have similar surface charac-

720 teristics or offer similar performance dimensions, and this in turn influences
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721Producer decisions on the trajectory of new product introduction. We suspect that

722this behavior will appear at critical values of parameters that govern the rate of

723learning and adaptation by Producers and Consumers.
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